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An Overview

Maddocks is a trade-only wholesale distribution company specialising in the supply of spare parts 
for electric domestic appliances. We also specialise in commercial and industrial vacuum cleaning 
equipment, parts and accessories.

Learn about Maddocks

What We Do

As a family-owned and run company, our trading partners benefit from a personal approach to doing 
business. We know the smallest details matter. From our beginnings as a service company engaged in 
the repair of household appliances to the wholesale distribution company we are today, we’ve never 
lost sight of our customers’ needs. 

Our 60+ years of experience comes in handy, and because we’ve probably seen or done it before you 
can be sure you’ll get the best and most comprehensive service from a company that’s committed to 
delivering quality and distinction.

Modest Beginnings
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We seek to help our customers’ businesses grow and become more valuable, and to maintain a 
dependable, consistent, trustworthy and long-term business relationship with them. We believe 
our customers should benefit from a company that can guarantee a level of unsurpassed service. 
 
We uphold our commitment to our customers with six guiding principles:

Our Philosophy

But it’s more than just selling spares. We aim for excellence in everything we do, from the way we run 
our business to our customer service.

Integrity 
We must ensure we always do business with honesty, transparency and sincerity.

Speed
We must aim to deliver solutions as quickly as we can.

Value
We must always strive to provide customers with value that exceeds their expectations.

Quality
We must consistently deliver the highest quality parts from rigorously verified suppliers.

Price
We must always guarantee that if we can give our customers the lowest price, we will.

Trust
We must earn the confidence our customers place in us as a company.

“We are proud to supply the highest quality and lowest 
priced spares and accessories to the trade and give our 
valued customers unrivalled service and support.”

William Maddocks
Managing Director
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Maddocks In Numbers

1,500,000+ Parts Available
from over 270 manufacturers and suppliers

2,100,000+ Stock Units In Our Warehouse
with over 950,000 parts on our system and over 10,000 in stock

5,000+ Orders Shipped Each Month
from our UK National Distribution Centre

350+ Combined Years Of Experience
and a huge wealth of knowledge and reputation within our industry

150+ Countries Delivered To
around the world with 95% 1st-time order completion from stock.

100% Commitment
to our customers and suppliers to be the best trading partner we can be

24/7 Online Ordering
fully manage your account online - whenever and wherever it suits you

7 Days A Week Next Day Delivery
and any product we can deliver directly to your customer

5 Partners Across Europe
allowing us to jointly buy, sell and share the marketplace’s best prices, ideas and innovations

1 Solution = Maddocks
the 1 company you can depend on for everything for commercial and domestic appliances
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Our History
A brief history of Maddocks

1957
As a partnership between the great-grandfather and grandfather of the 
existing Managing Director William Maddocks, on the 16th of December 1957 
H.T.Maddocks & Son Ltd. was first formed as a service company engaged in the 
repair of household appliances.

1970
Peter Maddocks and Eddie Hutchinson transformed the business into that of the 
wholesale distribution of spare parts, moving from Ty-Wern Road in Whitchurch to a 
new larger distribution facility on the Upper Boat Trading Estate in Treforest. 

The company’s first authorised distributorship came from the Hoover company. In 
addition to Hoover, the company has acted as authorised distributors for Electrolux 
and Hotpoint-Indesit for nearly 40 years.

1980
The company achieved national sales coverage with branches located across the UK 
and 18 regional distributors from Glasgow to Brighton.

1990
The company was the prime mover in the formation of Europart Distribution Ltd; a 
five member consortium of European parts distributors. Europart Distribution Ltd 
was formed to promote and develop the trademark Europart, which is registered 
worldwide.

1993
The company acquired Ashcroft Agencies, a distributor of commercial cleaning parts 
and sole UK distributor of the global Ametek-Lamb brand of vacuum suction motors. 
Ashcroft itself had been formed in 1970, bringing 42 years’ experience to the group.

2005
The company moved its National Distribution Centre from its location in South Wales 
to Christchurch in Dorset.

2006
All business and administration was centralised at head office in South Wales to 
standardise and improve distribution and quality of service.

2011
The company was awarded full ISO 9001 certification in recognition for its 
commitment to meeting the needs of its customers and has continued to be awarded 
every year since.

2012
Distributorships for Flymo, Robert Bosch, Vax, Prestige were added to the growing list 
acquired over the past 50 years including Ametek, BSH, Crosslee, Distripart, GHD, 
Gias, Indesit, Karcher, Numatic, Soteco and Whirlpool.

2013
The company moved its UK Distribution Centre from Christchurch in Dorset to a new 
larger 17,000 sq ft facility in Cardiff, South Wales.2015

The company expanded its UK Distribution Centre to a 24,000 sq ft joint facility in 
Cardiff, South Wales. 2016

The company launches a new responsive design UK Tradesite, offering a better 
experience online for all our trade customers.

By 2016 distributorships with Beko, Gorenje, Haier, Creda Heating, AGA 
Rangemaster, Lincat, Ardo Merloni, Liebherr and Wessel-Werk were added.

2017
At the beginning of 2017 the company moved its entire operation to its new and 
current premises in Cardiff. The new 43,000sq ft facility will allow the company to 
grow and expand into the next decade.

2020
The company launched a new strategic partnership with Russell Hobbs acting as 
stockist and sole distributor for all parts and accessories for its major domestic 
appliance and floorcare ranges. 

The company made significant investments into its distribution centre installing 
advanced management software and automated stock storage systems to improve 
customer service, internal efficiency, and stock storage capacity. 
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Products
Full range of spares and accessories for all appliances

Cooker Spares
Bulbs, Elements, Filters, Door Gaskets & Seals, Energy 
Regulator Simmerstats.

Vacuum Spares
Belts, Brushes & Agitator Parts, Carbon Brushes, Extension 
Rods, Bent Ends & Handles, Filters, Floor Tools, Hoses & 
Hose Parts, Paper & SMS Bags.

Accessories & Consumables
Cleaning Products, Cookware & Barbecue, Microwave Parts, 
Pressure Washer Parts, Service Equipment & Terminals, Small 
Appliance Parts.

Home Laundry Spares
Carbon Brushes, Pumps, Door Gaskets & Handles, Bearings, 
Belts, Capacitors, Motors, Hoses, Heaters, Valves.

Refrigeration Spares
Bulbs, Compressors, Door Parts, Fan Motors & Parts, Internal 
Furniture & Fittings, Thermostats, Water Filters & Parts.

Motors
Full range of Lamb-Ametek motors and pressure pumps.

“We’re the first stop for over 800 brands and authorised 
distributors for over 200 of them.”

Steve Annetts
Operations Manager



Maddocks
Exclusive 
Brand

Paxanpax is the brand name for a range of high-quality, 
affordable spare parts and accessories for domestic appliances.

The Paxanpax brand offers an easy to distinguish colour-coded 
retail solution for the following product areas:



As standard, each Paxanpax product 
features the following:

The Paxanpax brand offers wholesalers, retailers and resellers 
a cost-effective solution when offering a range of non-original 
spare parts, as well as universal appliance accessories. 

Multi-language packaging

EPOS ready barcoding

Clear part numbering

Attractive and eye-catching retail design

www.paxanpax.com

View the full range of Paxanpax products on the Maddocks 
Tradesite or visit www.paxanpax.com for more information.

Find out more at:

Each month new Paxanpax products are added to the 
ever-growing range to support it’s promotion and growth.

High quality, affordable spare 
parts and accessories for 
domestic appliances.
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Support
Extensive knowledge and experience

“We believe our customers should benefit from a company 
that can guarantee a level of unsurpassed service.”

David Evans
Data Manager

Telephone Fax EmailLive Chat
www.htmaddocks.co.uk info@htmaddocks.co.uk+44 (0)870 1322 896 +44 (0)29 2167 8888

With dedicated account managers and knowledgeable and experienced staff, our UK Head Office 
contact centre is open Monday to Friday offering full service and flexible support to all customers by 
telephone, e-mail and live chat facility. Our website is active 24/7 for easy ordering with extensive 
search facility, comprehensive FAQs and millions of models and hundreds of brands databased.

With access to over 100,000 exploded diagrams from over 100 OEMs and an industry trained 
technical department, we aim to deal with queries quickly and efficiently.
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Distribution
Maddocks delivers internationally

With over 43,000sq ft of floor space available, our National Distribution Centre holds over two 
million parts in stock with quality control and an efficient layout for a streamlined dispatch procedure. 
Advanced software systems show detailed information and tracking from the moment you submit your 
order to when it leaves our Distribution Centre.

With many years’ experience exporting to over 150 countries worldwide, we are fully aware and 
compliant with all exporting laws, requirements and best practices. Boasting a long-standing 
relationship with our delivery partners we’re confident you’ll receive a service that’s second to none. 
Award-winning notification and tracking facility and next day delivery 7 days a week guarantees 
quality of service.
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Supply Chain
Procuring the perfect parts

Globally sourcing from a multitude of providers ensures a continuous supply of quality-assured parts 
at the best prices and with over four decades of experience importing our procurement team are 
always looking for new suppliers.

Good relationships with our domestic and partner suppliers ensures parts for the major brands are 
quickly dispatched daily and special-order items are on average delivered within 4 to 5 days.

Inventory management, databasing and photographing means accurate information is loaded onto 
our software with stock levels information and pictures displayed on our website

“We consistently deliver the highest quality parts from 
rigorously verified suppliers; and only partner logistics 
companies that can exceed our customers’ expectations.”

Simon Evans
Purchasing and Logistics Manager
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Case Studies
Your preferred supplier

Wholesaler/Distributor
“We rely on Maddocks every day for parts and accessories. 
Their late cut-off time for orders of 4pm means we always get 
the stock we need the very next day.”

“Their commitment to trade customers is important to us 
and a dedicated account manager means we’re dealt with 
on a personal level. With their 10,000 parts in stock we can 
guarantee continuity of supply to our own customers.”

Online Trader
“In a tough online marketplace it’s essential we have great 
prices on key supply lines for bulk quantity orders. Maddocks 
delivers. Customer demand needs to be met with customer 
satisfaction and Maddocks carries plenty of stock for us at 
fantastic prices which means we’re constantly getting great 
feedback and reviews.”

“Their 24/7 online ordering system is fast and after a long 
day trading we can still place orders at midnight!”

Self-Employed Engineer
“I love how Maddocks can find what I’m looking for, even if 
it’s not on their system. Their technical staff know just how to 
interpret the exploded diagram to find what I need, or send 
me the diagram for me to point out the part.”

“Their next day delivery before midday, Saturday and even 
Sunday services means no matter what pressure my customer 
puts on me, I can repair my customer’s machine the next day 
and get the job done quickly.”

Retail Shop
“Maddocks’ range of Paxanpax branded packed products 
really catches our customer’s eyes on the shelf. Vacuum 
cleaner bags, belts, and filters, washing machine bearing kits 
and hoses, and cooker hood filters are just some of the parts 
that come in attractive packaging our customers love. 

Their delivery company’s email and text notification system 
means we know down to the hour when our consignment 
will arrive.”

International Customer
“Being an international customer doesn’t mean we get a 
second-rate service from Maddocks. Their experienced 
logistics department know exactly how to ensure our goods 
arrive very quickly and without complication.”

“We trust they’re constantly trying to lower the cost of shipping 
our goods and they can tell us exactly where the consignment 
is at all times.”

Direct Delivery Customer
“We’re confident we can trust Maddocks to ship our orders 
directly and discretely to our customers. It saves us time and 
money, and they’ll even print and put our own delivery note 
in the box.”

“Their range of shipping options means we can offer our own 
customers flexibility and choice. Their professional attitude 
gives us peace of mind and we can count on Maddocks to 
fulfil our needs.”
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“As a company we are totally committed to protecting our 
natural environment.”

William Maddocks
Managing Director

It’s Right To Repair
Putting the environment first

The aim of the ‘It’s Right To Repair’ website is to promote the link between repairing appliances and 
protecting our natural environment with the help of Paxanpax products.

Maddocks considers it part of its corporate and social responsibility to help make repairing appliances 
a much more sustainable option to disposal by keeping the prices of spare parts as low as possible.
New European legislation initiatives have been introduced that demand that industry plays its part as 
well as consumers in preventing the further degradation of the environment. It is widely acknowledged 
and accepted that our current levels of living, consuming and producing are unsustainable and so we 
all must make an effort to think, live and act differently.

Our public information platform ‘It’s Right to Repair’ aims to promote this idea to the consumer and 
to provide the relevant information needed to make a positive change, with a public information site 
providing a firm base to help reduce the impact on our planet.



Unit E1-E6
Capital Point
Capital Business Park
Parkway
Cardiff
CF3 2PY

+44  (0) 29 2167 8888
www.htmaddocks.co.uk
info@htmaddocks.co.uk


